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Experts from the medical sciences research 
community are proposing a centralized 
conflict-of-interest (COI) repository to 
replace the diffuse current system and 
reduce its inconsistencies. A “centralized 
approach will increase both transparency 
and public trust in our country’s scientific 
and medical research enterprise,” says 
Ross McKinney, Jr., director of the Trent 

Center for Bioethics, Humanities & History of Medicine and 
professor of Pediatric Infectious Diseases, Duke University 
School of Medicine, who co-authored the Institute of Medicine 
discussion paper published in November outlining the group’s 
proposals. Here are McKinney’s responses to questions regarding 
how such a new system might be implemented:

Where will the database reside?

The location for the database is still to be determined. Given 
the scale (we need to plan for more than one million users), the 
database is likely to be held by one of the ‘big data’ companies 
(e.g., Amazon, Google, etcetera), or some other entity with 
adequately scalable resources. 

What will it contain?
The current plan is for it to contain identifiers, including a unique 

ID, and information about external relationships, including 
payments and equity. It will probably also contain information 
about the individual’s role at their primary employer.

Who will be allowed access?
Access will be limited to the reporting individuals (who will 
only be able to see their own data) and “subscribers” like 
universities, hospitals, government agencies, professional 
societies and journals. We anticipate that the reporting 
individuals will release their information, although the logistics 
of that are far from being worked out.

Will anyone enforce reporting by individuals?
I anticipate two levels. One, employers will be able to require 
their employees to complete the form in a timely fashion, 
including a requirement that it be updated within some specific 
time period (probably annually). Two, we also plan to cross-check 
with the Physician [Payment] Sunshine Act database and any 
other public databases that are available.

Who will support the repository?
Hopefully, the subscribers, who will find this useful because it’s 
less expensive than doing a COI reporting process de novo each 
year, there’s a more consistent national standard, and it saves 
their faculty from repetitive and redundant reporting of COI.
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UK
Imperial College unveils plans for a 

£1 ($1.6)-billion research and translation 
development in the White City area of 
London. The site will be named Imperial 
West Campus and will house 50 spin-out 
companies.

SINGAPORE
The Genome Institute of Singapore (GIS) 

and Fluidigm set up an academic-industry 
center to provide single-cell genomic analysis 
for universities, clinics and biopharma 
companies. The Single-Cell 'Omics Center will 
be situated at the GIS facilities in Biopolis.

JAPAN
The government 
approves $116 billion in 

stimulus spending, with part of 
that new cash going towards 
research on renewable energy 
and stem cells, and subsidies for 
small companies that invest in 
new technology.

THE NETHERLANDS
The European Commission 
grants $263 million to construct 

a large-scale innovative biomass project 
known as Woodspirit to convert forestry 
and wood residues into biofuel. The 
companies involved are BioMCN, 
Siemens, Linde, and Visser & Smit Hanab. 

ZIMBABWE
The science ministry’s 2013 
budget allocates 60% of new 

funding to nanotech programs. Zimbabwe 
aims to revive science and use nanotech 
to produce drugs, particularly for 
tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS.
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